Impact of Patient Interface Diameter and Vacuum Level on Suction Stability Using a Flat Applanating Interface for Femtosecond Laser-Assisted LASIK.
Purpose: To investigate the impact of different patient interface (PI) diameters and different vacuum levels on the suction stability during vacuum application for femtosecond laser-assisted LASIK.Methods: Break-away forces as a marker for suction stability were measured by an automated test bench set-up. The test bench was based on a customized stamp connected to a digital load cell. Three flat applanating PI with different diameters (8.5, 9.5 and 10.0 mm) and four different vacuum levels (500, 600, 700 and 800 mbar) were investigated using the FEMTO LDV Z8 (Ziemer Ophthalmic Systems AG, Switzerland).Results: Mean break-away force was 5.23N (±0.99N) using the 8.5 mm PI and 500 mbar vacuum, 8.18N (±1.39N) using the 8.5 mm PI and 800 mbar, 3.37N (±0.56N) using the 10.0 mm PI and 500 mbar, and 6.14N (±0.68N) using the 10.0 mm PI and 800 mbar vacuum (p < .001; CI95%). Increasing the PI diameter from 8.5 to 10.0 mm resulted in a 28.89% (+1.97 ± 1.02N) lower break-away force (p < .001) when using default vacuum settings (700 mbar) compared to increasing vacuum from 500 to 800 mbar, which resulted in a 60.37% (+1.95 ± 1.40N) higher mean break away force (p < .001).Conclusion: The vacuum level and the diameter of the PI showed significant impact on suction stability measured as break-away force during flat applanating docking for corneal and refractive surgery. Break-away forces were inversely related to the PI diameter and directly to the vacuum level. Increasing the PI diameter by one step or reducing vacuum by 100 mbar resulted in a comparable decrease of break-away forces. Therefore, the surgeon could potentially maintain stabile suction by increasing vacuum when choosing a larger PI diameter to obtain a larger treatment zone. Furthermore, reduction of the PI diameter and/or increasing vacuum could help improving suction stability in situations of poor suction and in situations with increased risk of suction loss during LASIK.